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I.

TO THE-TEACHER:

'.We v e in 4 n exciting, rapidly Lhanging, and Lhallenging world-7.a world highly dependent upon science and technology.
Our world is changineso rapidlrY.that we sometimes fail to recognize that much of what we to,day take for granteft as
common, everyday occurrences existed only in the imaginations of people just a few short years ago. Advancesin science
and teLhnology bai,e brought man!, dreams to fruition. Long before today's schoel children become senior citizens, much
of today's "scienLe &tam" will, in fact, become reality. Recall just a few accom21ishment8 which not long ago were viewed

. -as idle dreams:

11.
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.
New biomedical adtances have Made it possible to replace defective.hearts, kidneys and other organs.

The first aire flight at Kitty Hawk lasted only a feti4.seconds. Now, a little otler half (pcenturylater space ships travel
thousands of miles an hour to explore distant planets.

o Nuclear tech nulugy of interest a felt short years adtecause of its destructive notentialcould provide humankind
with almost limitless supplies of energy for peace.tithe needs.

Computer technology Iths made it possible tu solve in seconds problems which onlya decade ago would require many
. .

_human lifetimes.

Suenc.c and technology hat e brought tu the brink of controlling weather, earthquake4and other natural phenomena.

Moreover, the Lhanges w hu.h we have been experiencing and to which wel'ave become accustorr-are occurring at an
increasingly rapid. rate. thanges, most fUturists forecast, will continue and, in fact, even accelerate as we move into the
21st Century and beyona. But, as Barry Commoner has stated, "There is no such &jig as a free lunch." These great
advances will not be achieved With a high-price. We are now beginning to experience' the adverse effects of our great
achievements:

The world's natilral.resources are being rapidly depleted,
I

Our planet's water and air are no longi pure and clean.

Thousands of plant and animal spedies are threatened with extinction.

Nearly half the world's population suffers from malnutrition.
. ,

While science and technology have giyen As tremendouspower, wear ialio confronted with an awesome responsibility.
to use the power and ability wisely, to make equitable decision tradeoffs, and to make valid and just choices when there is
no absolute "right"-alternative. Whether we have used our new powers wisely is hiLhly questionrible.

Today's yotith will soon become society's decision makers. Will thq be capable of improying upon the decision-oir4ting
of the past? Will they possess the skills and abilities to make effetive, equitable, long range decisions Co create a better
world?

It is our belief that the Prepdnng for Tomorrow's WPrId programwill help you the teacher prepare the future dedsion-
maker to deal effectively with issues and challenges at the interfaces of science. technOlogy, society/At is our belief that the
contents and activitigs in this program will.begin to_prepare today:8 vouth to live life to the fullest, in balarce with Earth's
resources and environmental limits, end to meet the challenges of tomorrow's world.

"
LouiskA. Iozii, Ed. D.
Cook College
.Rutgers.The State University of New Jerseyk
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ENERGy: Decisions For Today and TommorrOw
, i

ha,e brought, us undreamed of powers and literally replaced

the need-for humantTabor. As a result, decisions regarding
ehergy sources we use and how we use them are not limited to
insignificant. isolated consequences. The burning of cba I can

blanket the sky with black soot, produce chemicals that
contribute to lung diseases, and change weather conditions.
The ainomobile and airplane* affdding us a new mobility
and a different way of life, are rapidly depleting a more
limited fuel source oilthe product which has taken nature
millions of years to create. In addition, auto exhaust gases
antrot her products pollute the air in some urban centers to
such an extent that.gas masks arc periodically recommended
for the residents. Our most recent fuel discovery, nuclear

power. poses potential health nd environmental haiards to

future generations. thotisa s of years lime. Yet, we grow
more dependent on greateL energy consumption to maintain

our life-style of home arid ,work comforts. However. wg no

longer have the luxury of earlier people to simply "pull up
stakes" and move on to new virgin lands when a fuel supply
has been depleted. Moreover, our energy requirements

depend on a complex structure of support systems: mining or

drilling operations in distant places. transportation, refine-
ment and conversion, to final delivery ind'usable form. Since

ourprimdy fuel sources today are finite in quantity they all
have an associated cost. In our choices and decisions we have

to consider the idea of irade-offs"what are we willing to

,
accept and what are we willing to gee up?, If we consume

..
more than-our share. what effect does it have on others?

The many aspects of tnergy iiroduction and consumption
therefore pose moral and ethical considerations,at every level

Let us take. for example. the governnient's recommendation
that we turn to coal to supply mote of our electrical needs
because our coal resources are more abundant: This would
reduce our dependency on foreign oil and the continued drain

on our economy. To adopt thisfourse pf action willsreate
somenew dilemmas. "Can the stripmined lands ever be
restored to their original state? What lands are we going to
comrhit to the ravages of mining? Should the residents be
forced to move'off the land? Should air quality standards be

. lowered to accommodate the burning of coal? Should more
workers be subjected to the ha7ards of mining. and how can
they be adequately compensated if they contract "miner's

. black lung"? .
There are no simple answers to these question,s. Although

science and technology can provide the knowledge and to6ls
,

to answer the questigs of what is technically possible. the

question of what 'actions shgukl be taken arc once more
values questions. "If we wish to preserve the delicate natural

balance of the plains underwhich are vasprserves of coal. are

we willing to reduce our life-style of cbinforts dependent op

electricityr
Insight into our value and et hkal system may guide 'us in

seeking answers to these questions. It is alsoour belief that

effective yalues analysis activities in the classroom will help
prepare students to become informed and participatory citi-

ienry. an important educational goal. -The module Enirgy:

- .
II

INTRODUCTION ' \
One needs only _to read a daily newspaper or listen to a
newscast to recognin that energy is an urgent concern, if,not a-
, .
problem of crisis proportions. To understand the energy probr
lee hAiever, requires broadening the concept of energy to '

encompass its inter-relationships with all astiects of our
social, political, economic and Cult mil life. It is. therefore, no;

a topic to be discussed in isolation but a topic which cuts
across the disciplinary lines of subject matter and is deeply

intertwaled with questions that challenge our cherished*

American life-styles. These questions concern the continued
development and -growth of our industrial technological
society and its -subset of yelated issues,such as population
growth, food production. environmental quality. ,waste
.,
accumulations, health hazards, personal andoational secur-
ity. standard of living, and equity. to cite a few. Solutions to
wha t is codunonly.referred to as our"energy crisis" are rfot to

he found in science and technology alone. 5ocial factors such
as distributton, accessibility. costs. and scarcity surrounding

4he consumption of- certain categories of energy sources.
namely nonrenewable fossil fuels. must enter into eich and

every potential remedy.'Hence, the energy question is com-

plex and elusitt and solutions can often be unacceptable to
many people.

% The question "How should students become knowtedie-
able about energy issues?" is difficult for educators to respond
to adequately. Perhaps it will be easier to focus on what are

considered the desired goaN of energy education. In general.

we can say Jhat educators desire to dcyclop awareness.

knowledge. and concern among our future citilenry in order
that they can become more effective decision makers when
confronted with future energy choices and making-equitable
deci.iops from among those choices.

T he energy"crisis" of 1973-74 sparked the growing:energy
concern among cducators and as a result a number of energy

curriculum materials have been produced, namely in the
areas of conservation, consumption. technology, production.

current energy sources and alternative sOurces. Our aim is not

to duplicate what is presently available but to complement

existmg material and lead students in the exploration of some

of the current and future energy issues and choices to be

made.
We contend that energy decisions and choices, now and in

the future are deeply rooted in personal moral judgments
reflecting values. preferences and pnorities. Since we live ih a

world of increasing international and, interpersonal depen-
dency. our decisions have far-reaching social/ political/eco-
nomical impacts and consequences. Our decisions thus affect

not only our own lives and livelihood but those of others.

Pnmitive agricultural people's energy concerns involved
the use of a few basic hand tools, supplementing their own
power with animal power and gathering firewood. When

their basic fuel souke, wood. became meager. they merely
moved onto new forests. la today's world we-have unleashed
new energy sources to help us movemountains,change rivers

and cote new ones. and grow abtindant harvests. Machines

1/4
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Decisions for Today and Tomorrow will address this goal as

well as help our students become aware of energy issues in. a

broader context, the prerequisite for effective energy
decision-makers.

This module obviously does not address the full spectrum
of energy related issues and topics facing society..lt was our
judgment that by limiting the scope of issues covered' and
examining those issues from sevegal perspectives and degrees
of concern. a more effective and interesting module wtuld be
produced The energy issues included in this module were
not, however. selected randomly. Rather, they were decided
upon only after careful Lonsideration of a variety of factors.
The three sections da with the following issues.

" Miles to GoBut How?" This section addresses
energy and -transportation problems Of the many energy
isses. this one probably affects the students and their families
most directly/It is Also an issue that they as indiv iduals can do
most about Attacking' this issue might also incolvi some of
the,most drastic changes in life-sty les (especially for middle
class suburbanites).

a

2

1

"The Nuclear Power Controversy" This issue is probably
the most controversial of ajl energy related issues and, unfor-
tunately, the one that is least understood by society. Both
"sides"pro and conpresent convincing evidence,to sup-
port their positions. Both "sides" exhibit impbsing fibs of
nuclear "experts" who agree with them. How is the student
and citiren going to decide who is "right"? fs afiy one of them
right?

"New Showdown in tip Southwest" was selected for two
reasons, First, it exemplifies the broad spectrum of probleMs
and concerns all interacting at the same timeassociated
with most energy issues (scientific, technological, social, hold:-

ical, economic), and the heated values conflicts that surface
when energy options are explored.A second major reason for
selecting this e6al-related issue includes the new emphasis
and reliance being placed uhon coal to "solve" our energy
dilemma. While coal is certainly the most abundant of all
fossil fuels, increased andtextensive use of this fuel presents
many otlier serious environmental problems. Hence, while
coal offers a godd "way ourlof the energy shortage, environ-
mental quality and human health might suffer.

J



Overview of
ENERGY:Decisions for Today and Tomorrow

Purpose

The purpose of this module is to t...igage students in the
examination of some of the Issues that underlie our -energy
crisis" rond the consideration of value aspects involved
in decisions regarding energy consumption, distribution,
sources. etc. By posing dilemmas of current as well as future
concern, students should gain an increved awareness of the
vital role of energ> in their lives and an understanding of how
different decisions will affect the very course of human
society. Througl) critical analysis of the issues and considera-
tion of possible consequences it is hoped that students will
become more effective decasion Makers who assui.he a
broader perspective and scrutinize effects beyond their own
lives.

Strategy

It is our belief thdt an understanding of problems; issues and
taking a stand necessitates a knowledge base and a sense of
personal involvement. The knqwledge base in the materials is'
proidd through short readings in the form of articles or

ipts (which students can act out). worksheetsond guiding
questions. Opposing sides of issues arc included in order that
stiidents can begin to reflect on and question the wisdom of a
given choice or decision: The readings in script form are in
.tsencecomposites of ongoing debates found in the current

%literature.
The dilemma situations arc uscd to focus on and heighten

is'sues to more personally ins olve students and demonstrat?
the relevancy to their lives. Many of the dilemma situations
arc adapted from'actual case histories while others. although
hypothetical. reflect critical choices that arc being made
today or will need resolution in the ,near future.

The dilemma debate discussion will be the focal point of
the classroom activIty and student interaction Tbis approach
pros ides an oppori'unity for students to role aiZe and in this
manner expevnce value or ethical cohflici. Taking a position
and defending it requires direct involvement on the art of the
student Hearing argunt and'opinions of others will help
leatl them to the examination of implication and consequen-
ces of their particular stance For the student thc, level of
relevancy becomes elevated. and he she cdn begin to under- -
stand the d, namic interrelationships of energy issues and the
complexity and difficulty of decision-making surrounding
our "energy options."

Structure ofithe Dilemmas

The dilemmas arc essentially brief storieslhat pose a critical
decision to be made by thc central charactehs). They are
heightened in such a way as to stimulate students to express
their opinions and partake in the dialogue. The basic format
developed bx Kohlberg is 'extended to include additional
background information surrounding the dilemma and spe-
cial focus on one or more issues identified in the readings. The
choice to be made revolves atound the moral/ethical issues of
the situation, and it is tile moral/ ethical implication thai
provides the thrust for the discussion.

e'
Although the d ileminas involve individuals, we have con-

structed the different dilemmas to reflect decisions having
effects at the personal. community. national and international.
levels HenCe. students can beain to expand their scope and
consider impacts'from a variety of perspectives. However, in
%int, of Piaget's model of intellectual development that places
seventlt and eighth grade students al the stage of transition
from concrete operaticAal thinkers to fOrmal logical thinkers.
several dilemmas in ails module are directed at the more
personal level of social interaction. This is, intended to bring
energy issues into closer proximity with the students' owtt
lives and concerns, and in a sense make problematic situations
more "real" from their perspec.:vc, .

The dilemnias as presentedare sinple in form but can be
fut-ther developed by the teacher with increasing complexity.
depending on 'the intellectual add conceptual level of the
students as well as their inierest and curiosity. The subject
arca or course in which this module is taught will determine
ways in which many of the concepts might beJurther
developedsuch as, concepts from sociology, economics.
ecology. govetnment. philosophy history. etc. Drawing rela-
tionships from what is learned in the course will inevitably
make students' learning more meaningful and applicable.

ENERGY: Decisions for Today and Tomorrow in the School

Cuniculum '
This module. designed for the male grades (7-8). may be
used in a number of subject areas: social studies, science.
language a rts. etc. In a social studies class questions about the

social cost of nonrenewable ,resource depletion might be
explored in greater depth. while in a science class the envi-
ronmental risks and effects might be pursued. In the English

etlas emphasis might be placed on the analysis of arguments.
persuasive,techniques. or public speaking and role playing.

The dilemmas can also serve as a "springboard" for
teachers to develop additional dilemmas for their cla-sses. So

oftcn It is the case that many of the best dilemmas are
developed spontaneously from the materials that arc part of
the ongoing courses; ork. Having used these dilemmas.
teachers can better understand the intent and value of
dilemma discussions anT to -recognize other problematic
situations that confront societY. Meaning and relevance can be

bridged when specific information is related to as impact on
our lives and, the more global effects on the future of the
human race.

All important ih,this strategy is to engage students in the
consideration of problems and new concerns that arise from
society's use of energy. How to best insure the very exis,tence
of human sotioty requires great wisdom which educators can
nurture and-develop in the classroom.

Objectives of the Module

To increase student knowledge on energy-related issues."

To increase student ability to analyze energy-related issues.

Toincrease the socio,' scientific reasoning ability of student's.

9.
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To increase st udenes decision making skills-by considcring.a
range of alternative solutions.

:0 To increase student's awareness of conflicts of interests that
contribute to the "energy crisis."

. To increase student's understanding that enerd issues are
intimately related to. social, economiL, political, cultura'
environmental issues and activities.

To help students recognire their role and ,involvertkr
energy-related issues.

To enable students to effectively integrate technical infor-
mation intq decision making.

Tiaincrease st uden es a bility to recognire potential effects/of
different types of decisions on energy-related issues.

To increase st udenes ability to devslop and present effective
arguments in a logical, comprehensive.manner

To enable students to more critically examine their value
systems.

To inLreasc student self-esteem and ability to LornmuniLate
and function more effectively in classroom discussions.

Components of ENERGY: Diations f%.1(oday snd
Tomorrow

Studenos
Tepcnees Guide
S'udent Handouts

LNE RG Y. Decisionsfor Today and Tomorroit is comprised
of thred parts, each focusing on a current, major source of fuel
energy and its related issues: Part I, Oil and Transportation;
Part II, Nuclear Energy; and Part III, Coal. To demopstrate
some of the many aspects of the subject, the dilemmaspr role
play situations highlight the effects pd problems posed by
increased consumption of these fuels. Accompanying each
dilemma are relevant readings and/or student activities to
provide a brief information base and create problem aware-
ness. In addition, for each dilemma included in the module,
there is a listing of probe questions which students should
consider in determining why a central charaeter in' the
dilemma should,take a particular action. The questions also
serve to help encouraged iscussion by bringing ouradditional
aspects of the moral issue.

TABLE 4

Issues Employed in Each Dilemma

Issue*

.
.

.

Dilemma

e.
*-d

g
-1.,

c

>..z
8.
2

.

.S.'

2
c
2

7:-.3a...
4 :o

a
§

c

g
Et

7,-,L.

PA RT I Miles to' Go But How"
Dilemma I Whollas Oil to SelP

2 One Good (or Bad) Turn
Deserves Another

l' -Do Unto Others "

4 Ted% Dilemma ,
. ,

PART ll 7he Noclear PoWer Cornrows;
Dilemma I GastIrnor Crtis Dilenima

2 Mr Franles.Dilemma--
-To Sell or Not To Sell"

1. 'Is the Water Hot"
4 Who Cn Be Iilamed

PA RT III: Neh Showdovin m the Southwest

Dilemma I Even the Ram

2 The People of Jolla

X

X X:._.f.._

X
X X jX .

.

X _

I hex ba'u i. moral assurN as identified by Kohlberg cumprise,the unduly ins elements of a conflict situ lt ion my ohinca moral decision Our dilemmas were
constructed to incorporate two or more ot these issues. Dilemma resoluuon requiresa alum ur action to be made betute n conflicting issues For instance. in a

damma cleating with the Issue oi golmrnance and socialjustice. the questions surrounding thc Issue of governance include I ) Should one accept or rejecrthe
authority ut the governing.body:' 2) W hat are the characteristics and responsibilities of good govcrnment" The social Justice Issue raises the questions. I)
Should one defend or violate the political. social and economic nghts of another person' 2) What are the bases of these lights'

4 4



Fach of the energy dilemma stOries presentid in this
module concentrates on two or more basic values issues. Table
4 identifies the issues emphasized in each of the dilemmas.

Again, the dual purpose of the module is to confront moral
dilemmas and to gain insight into our energy concernsboth
of .which are necessary for effective decision making and
problem solving now and in the future.

The three sections are designed with flexibility in mind.
They may be presented in the order given and as a single unit
of study or in an order that would best relate to ongoing
classroom studies. The dilemma discussions may follow
directly one after another or with time intervals between each
dilemma. .However, it is recommended that the dilemmas
within a section be discussed as oidered. If there is insufficient
time to discuss all dilemmas, it is best to eliminate thc remain
ing dilemmas within a section. The module is-intended to
provide another dimension to the existing course or "stand on
its owe as a mini-course.

The student mntena Is provide the following structure for
classroom discussion activity:

Int koduction
reading
andj or student exercises

Presentation of Dilemmas

e, Discussion of Dilemmas
small group
entire class

Or, in the case of the role play activity,

Introduction andele assignments
Development of role character and preparation of presenta-
tion 9
Enact role situation

Vote on proposal

Class discussion and debriefing

A Brief Summary of Each Section

Part I: ". Miles to GoBut How?"
The introductory graphing and graph interpretation ghould
convey to the student some general notions about energy
sources and changes in our energy usage patterns since the
industrial revolution. These are followed by a series of five (5).
dilemmas that have bearing on issues related to petroleum
and transportation. Transportation, as ivrelates to oiir needs
and life-style, is examined from a personal, community and
international perspective through these dilemitas.-

.. -

Part II: "The Nuclear Power Controversy"
4

Iss lies of the nuclear controversy are brought out i n readings
in the form of dramatic dialogue. Student'activities include a
class sunulation of a town meeting to decide on whether or
not to permit construction of a nuclear power plant and
discussion of four dilemmas that point out current andpoten-
tial concerns arising from increased nuclear power produc-
tion.

A

Part III: "Shoot-Out at Four Corners"
The reading is a case studyof the Four Corners'question and
provides the background information for discussion of the
issues related to coal mining and power generation. An eiceit
cise in determining a family's electrical budget. and two
dilemmas raise questions regarding our increasing consump-
tion of electric power and resultant environmental deteriora-
tion. The major activity of this section is a simulated hearing
where students role play the public reaction to development
of coal powered generthing stations in the North Central
Plains.

11.
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Teaching Strategies and student Activ.ities

Part I"... Miles to GoBut How?"
Reading I: Introduction

This' short reading introduces the students to Eneigs. Deci-
sions for 7bday and Thmorrou and raises some of the quo-
lions and issues that will be dealt with in the subsequent
activities.

Student Act:lit) After students have read the introduction
you may wish to have them express some of jtheir thoughts
about energy and how they use mergy in their various activi-
ties in a short class discussion.

Some questions for consideration might include.

Have "energy crises" ever occurred in past history?
What is a -nonrenewable resource?

why is energy a topic of such great concern today?
What are some of the ways we use energy in our daily

activities?

Student Activity I : How Have Our Ene?gy Need.s and Uses
Changed?

Student Activities: Students will graph the data found in
Table I. U.S.. Energy Coysumpnon Patterns. 1850-1.979
(Page 1 Student Guide) onto Graph c.( Handout #1). The
completed student graphs *ould resemble the sample graph
on page 20 in this Teaches's Guide...

Questions tlyit follow may be assigned as a written exercise
or discussed S'i class in conjunction with vamination of
students' completed grapho.

ComMents and Suggestions: During -discussion of the
completed graph. ask students to project into the future and
try. to forecast what the consumption pattern might be 10

- years hence 25 years. 100 years On what do the base their
forecast?

Student Activity 2: How Do We Use Our Energy?
Student ,letivines Students will study 'Graph 2. VS. Glass

Fnerg) End t 'ses, /973 and answer the questions either as a
written assignment or in a class discussion.

Comments and Suggestions. This exercise is intended to
come) a notion of how energy is used in the United States.
Depending on the interest of your students, the class may

ish to examine the ruore technical aspects of energy conver-
sion or industrial processes that require lart,e amounts of
energy. A list of topics may% be developed from class discus-
sion to suggest possible areas for individual research activities.

Student A cavity / World Energy Uves
Student Activities:

1-1sing the data found in Graph 2 World Dierg) Consump-
non b) Source, 1960-19'5, students will complete lhble 2.
Changes in World Fuel Sources (Handout 112). Information
needed tu complete the last two columns is found in Table 1,
page I.

The second part of this exercise requires studznts to examine
ciraph 3. World Energ) Consumption by Regiun. 1960-1975
and answer the questions that follow. Again, the questions
may be answered in written form or orally.

4
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comments and Suggestions: After ,eompleting the tWo
exercises in this activity it should become very evident tO thc
students that the U.S. uses a large. disprorportionate share'of
world energy resources. Although thlo facts of dwindling oil
reserves have'not been examined-here. it.may be useful to

ippose zthis proble somewhere in the class discussion. Mso
introduce the idea of our increasing dependthee on imported
oil our incteasingconsumption rates, and our resultant trade
deficit These issues will be examined in the following chlem,
mas and some awareaess of the rItt:iblCm will enhance the
relevance of the discussion.
.
Student A cdPity 4: Dilemnia-pikussion
Follow the basic procedure for conthictinf dilemma dis-

cussions as suggested previo&ly.

Dilemma' I "Who Has Oil loS 11?"The pricing of middle
eastern oil is of a contin041 U.S. concern, and its political
aspect is well Pluitrated daring the'1973-7t1.ernbargo. This
dilemma raises the Auestionof a property holder's right to
select his; her customers from the viewpoinuof internauional
relationships and equity.

Dilemma 2"One Good (yr Bad) Turn beierves
Another" This dilenima is an extensioniof the previous one
and entertains the idea of the legitimacy of pressuring with
military force. As abhorrent as this'thought is to most rational
people, it is by no means a farfetched notion in the interplay

.of world politics.
Dilemma, 3" Do Unto Others . ." The effects 'V A

gasuline shortage is brought tack down to a personal level.
and illustrates our dependence on private automobile travel.

Dilemma 4"Ted's Dilemma" This dilemma also focuses
on a personal conflict anti the priority of personal values and
desires. Both Dilemma 3 and this one pornts out life-style-
changes and personal sacrifices associated with the allocation
of a scarce resource.

Since Dilemmas 3,and 4 revolve around different aspects
of life-style changes vThen mobility in autb travel is curtailed.
you may wish to Use only one or the other dilemma if time is a
limiting factor. Also, the effectiveness of dilemma discussion
is a function of student interest in the issues,,and, therefore,
for different student classes some dilemmas may be more
appropriate than others. Your etypenence should be your bcst
guide.

Student Activity 5: A Topic for DebateThe Mayfair
Project

The question of community priorities is the to pie for this
student debate. The town of Mayfair has planned to build a

community center, but given the problem of fuel,shortages, a

proposal to dev elopa mass transportation system is presented
to the Mayfair town offirials.

In debating the question, Community Center vs. Mass
Transit System. you or the class may select one .of thc two
debate formats suggested. Ttie debate format you select to
employ is essentially based upon the amount of time you
want 'to devote to this activityand the skills you desire the
students to exercise.

1 2
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Activities: Conducting ttie Debate

Debate format # I. This debate format follows the
traditional style of a formal &bate.

I. Two teams of 4 to 6 students are selected, one team
arguing for the community center, the other-arguing for a
mass transit system.

2. The remaining members of ihe class will servels
judges to select the Oinnipg team. They will construct a chart
based on tV example given on page 9 ttrIcore each debater.
Points ranging from I to 5 will be awarded toeach debater for
eaclioi the following categories:

Style of presentation
Organization of argument.
Use of information
Strength of argument
Instructions/suggestions for scoring each category are

included in the student's manual.
Each judge will complete a separaie score sheet_and

will submit his,' her final team score to the class recorder who
will compute the total score for each team. The team receiv-
in highest scores is declared the winner.

3 PriOr twhe debate the class should determine the
length of time to'6,q allotted for each debater and the length of
time for rebuttal. The class may\llso elect to opted question
period for the judges. A moderator should be selected to
conduct The debate and serwe as time keeper.

4. The debate teams shouy be given some time to
, organize their Ideas, assign the issue that each debater will

focus upon, and prepare the arguments. At this time debaters
should review the,cnteria on which they will be judged. Also,
thg questions found on page I should assist the debaters in the
de'velopment of their a rgunients.

OW,

8

the ida
debate format #2. This debate format is based upon

of a "brain storming' session. It serves as a method
for gene1ating a wide range of alternative idcas and requires
students to think quickly and creatively. Rapid, spontaneous
responses ari the objectives of thi; format. It provides a
change front the more struetured types of presentation and
can prodac some very dynamic class interactions.

I. Have the students randoinly form two teams of equal
size. Each team is then assigned to support the community
center or mass transit system. The two teams xvill seat facing,
one another.

. .
2. Make sure that the students have read the problem,

and then begin directly with the debate. ,

3. Each team member will be given 30 seconds or one
minute tb present his/ her argument:tile tea Ms will alternate
in the presentation of the argument until all memberslhave
had an opportunity to speak.

4. Upon completion of the presentation you may wish to
have the teams switch and take the opposite position. The
de ate will proceed as before, except the students will now
rep esent the opposing side.

5. After all argume;us have been presented, the class
may then r4onvene as an entire group to discuss the major
points that were brought out and the best arguments. At this
time the-class may wish to take a vote on the proposal to
adopt. , - '

,. -

-Comments and Suggestions: The debate format #1 'offers
studenti an opportunity to practice their public speaking
skills as well as to develop a logical persuasive,arkumentiOn
the Other hand, format #2 encourages spontaneity in thinkihg,
learning to present impromptu speeches and careful listening.

4 .
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Changes in World Fuel Sources
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I. From graph #2 find out how mich o e total world fuel is supplied by 6ch of the five major fuel sources in 1960
and 1975. Enter the percentage figure in the appropriate space in the table.

2. Under the "change" column indicate which of the fuel sources have increased (I) and which have decreased (1)
in terms of the total consume& (NOTE: since we are comparing the percentage of each to the total we find that
coal's share of the total fuel consumed has decreased. 'However, the act ual amount Of aim consumed has
increased. It has not increased to the same extent as other fuel sources.)

3. To complete the column "U.S. - 1975" use data from Table I on page I.

4. Compare the extent the U.S. uses each fuel to that oFthe rest of the world. Is the fuel used to a "greater" or "lesser"
extent in the U:S.? Indicate this under the column "U.S. Compared to the World".
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Part II-"The Nuclear Power Controversy"
SECTION A .

Student Activity I: The Beekertown Vote .

Students will assume the role of Beekertown residents And
core to a decision about whether or not to permit the
construction of a nuclear power plant in their area. The issues
and arguments are presented utthe format of a written trans
script of a town meeting.

Activities

Stidents will read Reading 1:4 Transcript from Lakeview
Town Meeting to gain an awareness of the iisues that arise in
a power plant siting proposal.

Alternatively, the script -an be presented as a dramatiza-
tion with students enacting the various roles.

The class will fOrm small discussion groups Co discuss and
evaluate the different arguments presented. Distribute to eacit
student a dbpy of Worksheet #1 (Handout #3) Identifying the
Maid Argument Presented at the Lakeview Town Meeting.
This will assist students in prioritizing the arguments they
have identified.

The class will then me,et in, its entirety to shear the major
reasons selected and decision of each grbup. The presenta-,
tions should be about five minutes in length.

Each'student, will then cast his/ her vote on the proposal.
This should be a secret ballot in order thatItudents need not
feel pressured by other class members.

The questions at the end of this activity may be used when
results of the vote are discussed.

Comments and Suggestions: Although this is a role play
simulation, the same types of issues are present here as in-the
dilemma stories. Through the use of Our own probe ques-
tions engage the students to address these issues during the
small group meetings.

Since the arguments and issues are presented in a very
abbreviated form students may wish to do some additional
risearch beformeeting in their small groups.

Reading 2: An Unexpeded Dilemma for Lakeview
This reading provides the background information for

Dilemma 1, Governor Curtis' Dilemma, and should be
assigned prior to class discussion of the dilemma. If you so
desire', the script may be acted out hy members of the class.
Some classes have videotaped this simulation and presented
the situation in the form of a newscast.

Student Activity 2Dilemma Discussions
Follow the basic procedure for conducting dilemma discus-
sions as suggested previously..

SECTION B

, Dilemma 1: Governor Curtis? Dilemma
The question of nuclear fuel transportation and safety is

heightened in a conflict situation involving a public protest.
Issues about the legitimacy and responsibility in public pro-
test might be. further discussed.

Reading 3: Disposal at Eggertown*

The problems associated with nuclear fuel reprocessing
and permanent waste disposal are outlined in this readingand

serve as the information base for Completing the worksheet
and dgewsion of the next dilemma. Again; this nvy be read
individually or presented in a dramatized form. it

Student Activity 3: Dilemma Disiusiions -

Dilemipa 2: Mr. Frignk.'s Dilernka "To'Sell or Not to Sell" 4.

Although personarconsidetations enter intO the decision
regarding the site proposal for nuclear waste reprocessing
and disposal, siudents should also take into account the
broader ramificationl of the issue.

Worksheet.#2Effects ofsa Diversified Fuel Management
Center

To assist students in directing their attention to the broader
issues they wilf first complete worksheet #2 Handout #4 dur-
ing their small grdup meeting.

On the worksheets they will first decide whether they
be examining the effects from the viewpoint of Eggertown or
the rest of the country

S From Reading-3; their own knoAdge, or other sources ,

they will identify and list/he effects from the viewpoint ot..
Eggertown or the rest of the country. These effebts 'will be
categorizicras either "long" terni or "shorr term.

Fwach effect the'advantages and t he disdvantages are
.to be Cried. ,

'Students will then determine whether they feel the advan-
tages outweigh the disadvantages or vice versa.

Having organized their thoughts and information in this
manner they will proceed to discuss the dilemma using the
procedure previously discussed in this Teacher's Guide.

It is hoped that idthe discussion of,Mr. Frank's dilemma
many of the argumentsand reasons will draw upon the more
global considerations.

. ,

Reading 4: A Scenado in Outline FormThe Radioactive
Waste SW/age Situation

Some of the current concerns about the aecumulation of
radioactive waste and its ultimate disposal are briefly out-
lined. This information will provide some ideas that should
be kept in mind in the discussion of the two dilemmas which
follow. .

Student Activity 4 Dilemnia Discussion
The same procedures for conducting dilemma discussions

also apply here.

Dilemma 3: Is the Water "Hot'? Although aspects of this
dilemma center on the ob.ligation of friendship, the ideas of
uglic reaction to nuclear power, safety precautions, storage
problems, ete. should be brought out. In science classes it
might be pertinent to discuss some of the biologieill effects of
radiation.

Dilemma 4: Who Can Be Blamed?Thisis the sequel to the
preceding dilemma and further extends tt;e idea of responsi-
bility on the part of all citizens in' terins. of vigilance and
agencies in terms of carrying out their charges. TheseIwo
dilemmas can be related to the recent news disclosuie of
military personnel exposed to radioactivity at a nucleartest
site and their subsequent development of leukemia.

Note that some suggestions for alternative dilemmas are
included here.
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PART II, ACTIVITY I

.Workshe tf #I: Identifying the Main Argument Presented at the
Lakeview Town Meeting

1: Fn a suinmary form list the arguments "for" and "against" allowing the nuclear generating plant to be built in the
area (e.g., FQRneed for electricity; AGAINSTchange natural environment),

..--:----c---":-
2. 'According to your oPinion, how imporiant is each reason? Indicate the level of im oriance with a number from 1

to 4 in the "importance" column.

HANDOUT TTE

o 4 - most important
3 - much iinpOrtance
2 -.sorne importance
1 - nç importance
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PART II, ACTIVITY 3

Work'sheet #2 Effects of a Diversified Fuel Management Centel'. -

HANDOUT FOUR

Complete tfiis worksheet to help you id the discussion of Mr. Frank's dilemma: "To Sell or Not to Sell"
J. From the,Eggertownlestimonies determine how Eggertown or the rest of t he country might be affected. Indicate

whether you are examining the effects from the 1, iewpoint of Eggertown or the rest of the country by checking the
apkopriate space.

_.2. List the effects under the short-term or long-term category. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of each
effect.

3. Do you think that the advantages from that effect outweigh the disadvantages? Place a (+) in the last column. Do
you think that the disadvantages outweigh the advantages'? Place al-) in the last column. . .

On Eggertow

short-term effects-
(for next Tew years)

44.

On rest of country.

advantages disadvantages (+) or (-)
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Comments and Suggestions. After corhpleting the act iNines
of Part II it might be interesting to"retake" the "Beekertown
Vote". If the results of thc vote are different. diseuss with the

SECTION A

.

students win, the changcs occurred. WStat were some of the
new con sid era t ions?

Part III-"New Showdown in the Southwest"

Beadfng 1: "The Shootout at Four Corners"

*An'
Have studcnts read this shortsection to gain a sense of our

creasing demands for electricity. Although Los Angeles was
thc example illustrated, it is by no means unique, and reflects
growth and development throughout the United States. In
c.la,ss discussion you may wish to examine and contrast the

-growth in your owttarea.
,410Student Activity 1:A Cast of Consumption (page 22)

Activities:
Have the studcnts find out approximately how Much

electricity they use in their homes annually by consulting the
chart, Electrical Consumption for Some Common Home
Appliances on page 23 of the Student's Manual. They will
identifty their home appliahres and add up thc kilowatts their
house uses annually.

The students are then asked to reduce their consump-
tion by .25% by proposing their personal conservation plan:
Distribute Worksheet /43 (Handout 5) Redpang Your Use of
Electricity, on which they will makc their calculations and
explain how thcy plan to makC the necessary savings.

A comp nson of our present consumption of electricity
with consumption in the past will be made. Students will ask
their grandpa rcnti or an older person what appliances were
available when they wer: young. With that information the
studntswill dctcrminc the ratc of increase since that time.

Comments and Suggestions:
Students may need a brief explanation on how electric

power is measured. and definitions for the following tcrms:
watt: a metric unit of power usually used in electric

measurements which gives thc rate at which
work is done or energy, is expended. 1 watt =1
joule/sec.

kilowatt: 1000 watts
kilowatt hour the expenditure of onc kilowatt of

energy in one hour
Have them examine some common electrical appli-

ances for the watt usage.
Students may* wish to find out how much electricity is

, used daily in their homes by taking several 24 hour readings
of fheir electric meter. Explain how electric meters are read.

SECTION B

Student Activity 2: Changes at the Four Corners
Student Activities:

Students will read Sectbn B of "Shootout at Four
Corners", pages 24 to 26. This reading describes for the
students the Los Angeles solution for meeting its electrical

14

energy treeds and the ensuing problems and controversies that
erupted.

Since a number of important major concepts are pre-
sented here, it may be advisable to have these variousbion-
cepts and technical infoImation briefly summarized by the
students. To accomplish this have each student (or small
groups of students) take the perspective of one of theofollow-
ing people: (Add additional roles as necessary)

Los Angeles Area
I. suburban resident, 2. reaf estate developer,*3.

applidnce salesman. 4. construction worker. 5. banker, 6.
teacher.

Black Mesa Area
I. Navajo Indian. farmer. 2. shopkeeper, 3. miner; 4.

electric plant manager. 5 park warden. 6 rancher, 7. doctor
(general practitioner).

Phoenix. Arizona Area
I. manager of industrial plant, 2. home builder, 3.

restaurant owner. 4. engineer, 5. junior high school student, 6.
university astronomer

Students should be able to infer from thc reading a number
of different changes brought about by the massive power
generating complex at the Four Corners. Have them describe
in a short statement how their lives (if thcy were that person)
have been affected or changed as the result of tha, develop-
ment. (Lc.)

How have they benefited 'from the availability of inex-
pensive elect rkitY?

Or. in thc case of those living near thc plantsHow has
thc area around them changed?

Arc there now a greater number of jobs?
Would cities such as Phoenix have grown to thc same

cxtcnt without readily available electrical power?
What environmental changes do they now sec?
Have they had to changc the way thcy lived?

Student Activity 3: Dilemma Discussion
Follow the basic procedures prelibusly outlined for

dilemma discussions.
Dilemma I : "Even the rain ..."An exampk of air quality

deterioration is dramatically illustrated when an archeologi-
cal monument add human health are threatened, Hence the
value conflicts between life-style heeds, health and historical
landmarks are in the atena together.

Comments and Suggestions: Thc information from the
reading and precedinguctivity should help focus the issues
that students will discuss.

It may be of assistance to the students when they meet in,
their small groups to organize their ideas in the following
way.
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Indicate those issues that influenced their discisions
For eact issue identify the relevant data/ information
Develop the reasons or arguments based on the

information
Organize their reas6ns in the order of importance.

SECTION C

Student Activity 4: A Question of Water
S'tudent Activities: Studaus will read Section C of "Sboot-

o ut at Four**Corner.". pages 28 to 29. This reading brings out
.two issues related to the production of electricity from coal.
The use of water for cooling the power plants as well as
transporting the coal becomes a major concern in arid areas.
This is further co mpou nded by the question of whethor or not
reclamation intentions will be carried through and the success
of such efforts.

Student Activity 5: Dilemma Discussion
Follow the basic procedures previously outlined for

dilepima discussions.
Dilemma 2. The l'eople of Jolla. Providing power to

distant areas involves many types of changes for those liing
on the coal nett' lands life-style as well as environmental. In
the question posed by this dilemma the value of water to the
local resident is addressed.

SECTION D

Student Activity 6:
Student Activities: Students will read Section D. the final

section of "The Shootout at Four Corners". pages 30-32.
This last section further explores the question of priorities.

conflicts and t he 'responsibility of those in a decision-making
position.

Comments and Suggestions:.Mter the students have com-
pleted reading this final section. a review of the nGn points
may help unravel the complexities of the situation and point
out the difficulties in resolving the many areas of conflict.
'Understanding the roles and responsibilities of thhifferent
government agencies may be of additional assistance to stu-
dents in developingan awareness of multiple concerns at both
national and local levels.

Since the entirety of the reading "The Shootout at Four
Cbrners" will serve as resource data for the next activity, it is
important that t he students have a grasp of the major con-
ceptl and the terminology used. Your own judgment is your
best guide as to what should bc expanded or clarified in class
review of this reading.

Student Activity 7: "Cowboys and Indians", a role playing
exercise. Pages 32 to 34.

Student Activities:
Students will conduct a hearing on the question of

power development in the North Central Plains. a situation
with problems similar to those at the Four Corners.

Haw students select or assign the roles to be portrayed.
The directions for developing the role characterizatiohs are
detailed in the student's guide. Allow at least one class period
for the students to review the information, do additional
research and prepare their presentation. A procedure for
developing their role presentation is shown on "Sample
Worksheet for Witnesses", p. 36.

.3:

Prior to the hearings the two publicity agencies will
present their campaign in the various forms of ads of com-
mercials. guidelines and time allotment should be deter-
mined for this activity. (i.e. when this shoul8 take place and
the length of each groupipreseritation).

Conducting the Hearing (approximately 2 class
periods) . -

- A chairpersopelected from among the Senators wall./
., preside over the hearing:.

. It is suggested that the classroom be arranged to
simulate a hearing roolii with the Senators seated together.
Nanie plates should be made to identify the name and state of
each Senator.

The Senators Should prepare worksheets resembling
the sample shown on page 35 to take notes on the testirliony
and record their reaction, .

When all the testimonies have been.heard each Sena-
tor will cast his, her vote publicly and explain how he/ she
came to this decision. Another vote may betaken if there is no
majdrity opinion on the first round. Before :he secondfound
of v otes is cast, each witness play make a sumMary statement

or restate his, her main agreement. If on the second round no
."side"ga ins a majoiity of the votes. rather than belaboring the
controversy, it would be advisable to proceed directly to the
debriefing session and discuss the problems that make
agreement on an acceptable,choice difficult.

Debriefing the Simulation The debriefing session is an
important and essential component of any iTmulation. Allow
sufficient time for this activity. This should be the opportunity
for summarizing what,occurred.and analyzing The experien-
ces and feelings expressed. , .

.

Debriefing sessions are by nature open-endeAnd ihe
discussion should be consistent with the n eds and interests of
your students. (Since the s t udents we und to some extent
by the roles theycportrayed, this deb efing may gen them a
chance to express their own feelings on the issues. In general
the discussions proceed from specifics about the simulati on to
generalizatiims about tho real wOrld.) ......

You may wish to consider some of the following areas to
explore at the d ebriefing. (These are only a few of the possible
considerations and the order of treatment is unimportant.)

Use of data and informationHow were different
typcs of dat4 used in persuasion? Were same data used in
different ways by two sides?

Portrayal of rolesAllem some roles more difficult
than others to portray? Why? Did the students feel comfort-
able in their roles?

Types ofargumentsOn whatigce; was it easiest to
.

.develop good arguments? Whit -wdre more difficult? Why?
What types of argbment were most effective?

Issues What issnes did the cbss perceive to be the
most important? Why? What values were associated wjth the
issues?

Effect and implications How might the decision of
the Senators affect the studenW lives (if such a decision were
actively made)..can students find other similar examples of
this situation in their community, state, etc? Was the decision
realiste How might our current national energy policy affect
the North Central Plains?

22
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PART HI, ACTIVITY I

Worksheet #3: Reducing Your Use of Electrioiti

1.1What is the amount of electricity you are to scive
L(from question on page 22)

Appliance
# kilowatt

Hours

.

HANDOUT F1VE

How Will Savings Be Achieved?
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Total this number should be the same
as your answer to question 3)

2. How casy was it for you to reduclt the amount of electricity uselby 25%
-

3. What items coqld you npt consider eliminating?
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Priorities and values Qn what basis did the Senators
mite the decision. Were they voting from the standpoint oC
their own feelings and concerns or the interFst of thoir own
state? Why? Is the class in accord with the Senators'decision?
Why?

Strategies How were some of the strategies of per-

Class Period

Cw

1
SUGGESTED SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

suasion used by the witnesses? Have students evaluate the
effectiveness of the different strategies. Did the position which
presented the strongest arguments and supportive data suc-
ceed in enlisting the support of the Senators?

Future probkmsWhat future problems rnighfa rise
as a result of the decision? How might they be resolved?

Activity.

Part 1 ".. Miles to GoBut How?"

Reading 1: Introduction
1 Activity I:

a) Student graphs (Handout #1)
b) Discussioq of results

2 Activity 2:
a) Examinegraph 2 and answer questio

3 .Activity 3:
a) Complete Table 1 (Handout #2) and

answer questions
b) Examine graph 3 and answer questions

4 Activity 4:
a) Discussion: Dilemma 1

5 b) Discussion: Dilemma 2

6 c) Discussion: Dilemma 3

d) Discussion: Dilemma 4

8 Activi(y 5:
a) Prepare for debate

9 b) Condyit 'debate

Part II "The Nuclear Power Controversy"

10 Activity 1:
-

al.Reading 1: read or act out
b) Group discussion: worksheet #I. Handout #3

11 c) Group presentations
d) Town vote

12 Activity 2:
a) Reading 2: Read or act out
b) Disc(ssion: Dilemma 1

Class Period

(3 Activity 3:
a) Reading 3
b) Discussion: Dilemma 2
c) Complete worksheet #2. Handout #4

14 Activity, 4:
a) Reading 4
b) Discussion: Dilemma 3

15 c) Discussion: Dilemma 4

Activit;

Part III "New Showdown in the Southwest"

16 a) Reading I. Section A
b) Discussion of reading,

17 Activity I:
c) Students determine their energy budget
d) Worksheet #3. Handout #5

18 Actrvity 2:
a) Reading I. Section B
b) Discussion and/or role play

19 Activity 3:
a) Discussion: Dilemma 1

20 Activity 4: y
a) Reading I. Section C
Activity 5:
b) Discussion. Dilemma 2

21 Activity6:
a) Reading I. Section D
Activity 7:
a) Assign and prepare roles

22 a) Conduct Hearing
b) Senate vote t
c) Debrief simulation

1



Selected Bibliography: ENERGY
The recent surge of interest and concern regarding energy has led to a
plethora of books, articles. pamphlets. etc. wntten on the subject. MorAiver .
the controversy over the issues of safety. environmental effects. appropriate
applications of tichnology and the like have generated much heated debate
in both the public and soennfic sect ors,..To adequately provide a complete
perspective.on the energy literature is therefore a task clearly beyond thc
scope of any one tearrAf curnculum,and subject area speciahsts.

We have. instead. selected a number of books providing basic informa-
non that may prove useful in the discussion of energy issues highhghted in
this module. As a note of caution. we suggest that in reading any of these
matenals one must be aware that quite often each writer Is an advocate of
hist her position on the energy question and statements mat be evaluated in
light of the particular and sometimes subtle bias.
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A. DIRECTORIES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES
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ments. ().S. Government Printing Office. Washington. D.C..
20402.
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10036
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Project. 1413 K lieet:NW.8th floor. Washington. D.0 20005
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Government Pnnting Office. 197a Avaiabk from.
NationalTechnical Information Service
U S. Depa rtment. of Conimerce
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield. VA. 22161

Energy Enrronmental Materials Gulde. Mervin. Kathryn and
Rebecca-Cawley. Washington. D.0 National Science Teachers
Association. 1975.

Energy Source Director). Library Journa Energy Source Directory.
1180 Avenue of the Americas. New York. N.Y.. 10036.

B TEACHERS REA DING - Books
Clark. Wilson. Energy for survival New York, Anchor Press. Double-

day, 1975
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Schmidt. Richard A. Coal in America. New York. McGraw Hill Book
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Steinhart. Carol and John Steinhart. Energy: sources. use and role in
human affairs. Belmont. CA. Wadsworth Publishines Co.. 1974.

Stoker. H.S.. Seager. S. L. and R. L. Capener. From source to use. Palo
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U S. Dept of Energy. Intercasciplinary studentl teacher materlall on
energy. the envoirment and the economy. Washington. D.C..
U.S. Dept. of Energy. Educational Programs Branch Office Of
Public Affairs.

Iltblic energy education - issues for discussion. Washing-
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of Education. Business and Labor Affa irs. Educational Program
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Williams. R. H. (Ed.). The energy conservation papers. Cambridge.
MA. Ballinger Publishing Co.. 1975. (Frpm Energy Policy
Project)
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' Energy and Education (Ed.f Mary T. McGuire. Project for an Energy=

Rich Curriculum. National Science Teacers Assoc, 1742 con-
nectkut Avenue. N.W.. Washington, D.020009

Energy Exchange, New Jersey Dept. oFEne rgy. Of fic e of Conservation.
101 Commerce Street. Newark. N.J. 07102, (monthly
publications) -

Energy Insider. U.S. Dept. of Energy. Washington. D.C.. 20585
(bi-weekly).

Energy Reporter, Energy Reporter Registration. Federal Energy
Administration. Old Post OfficelBldg.. Rm. 307 . Washington.
D.C. 20461( Fact Sheet: Nuclear Energy. #001. free. Senator Mik& Gavel (D-
Alaska). 3317 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.. Washington DC.
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Resourc2e0s5.Resources -for the Future. 1755 Massachusetts. N.W..

Washington. D.C. 20036 (quarterly-newsletter. free)

D. STUDENT READINGS - Books. Pamphlets. Articles
American Enterprise Institue. Is nuclear power safe? 1150-17th Street.

NW, \Vashington, D.C.? 2IX136. 1976
Chicago Museum of Science and Industry Books. Where are you going

with that coati New York: Doubleday.
Dukert. Joseph. Nuclear power and the environment. Oak Ridge. Tetut

U.S. ERDA Technical Information Center. 1976.
Forney. Dennis. Ominous problem: what to do with radioactive waste.
. Smithsonian. 3( I). April 1974.
Fowkr. J. W. Eriergtenvironment source book. Washington. D.C.:

National Science Teachers Association. 1975.
Frinklin. B.A. Whatprice coal? The New York 7Imes Magazine.

September 291974. 26-27+
GaberMedard. Energy earth and everyone: a global energy strategy

for spaceship earth. San Francisco: Straight Arrow Books,
1975.

Goldstein. E. C.+Energy. Vol. 11. Gaitherberg, MD: SOcial Issues
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Heilman. Hal. Energy in the world of tht.future. New York: M. Evans,
1973,

Kaplan. W. A. The student scientIsts explores energy and futh. New
York: Richard Rosen Press. 1976.
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M. Street. NW, Washington, D.C., 20036, 1976.
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Nash. Hugh Nuclear insurance questtons and ans.. ers. San Francisco.
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EBDA`%Technical Information Center.

Pierotti. Anneand Albert J. Fritsch. Life-sole. Index 77.icenter foe
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The following publications can be obtained from
Thomas Alva Edison Foundation
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18280 West Ten Mile Road
Southfield, Michigan 48075
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Thomas Alva Edison's Assoitatc, Louts Howard Latimer. A Black
Inventor. by Robert Koolaklan. 1973.

Alternative Energy Sources. ExPeriMents You Can Do: by Ronald
Benrcyknd Robert Schultz. 1978.

Nuclear Experiments You Can Do. by Ronald Benrey and Robert
Schultz. 1976.
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